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We consider singular diffusions on !Rk. Under a verifiable criterion for the 
stability in distribution of such diffusions, a broad subset of the range of the 
infinitesimal generator of the diffusion is identified. For functions in this set func- 
tional central limit theorems and laws of iterated logarithm are derived. 6 1991 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {x”(t) : t 2 0} be a diffusion on ‘$3’ satisfying Ito’s equation 
x-y t) = x + j’ b(X”(s)) ds + J’ a(X-ys)) dW(s), 
0 0 
(1.1) 
where b( .), a( .) are locally Lipschitzian on ‘93’ (a(x) a (kx I) matrix) and 
( W(t) : t 2 0} is a standard Z-dimensional Brownian motion defined on 
some probability space (Q, 9, P). Let ~(t; x, dy) denote the transition 
probability of the diffusion. Suppose p(t; x, dy) is stable in distribution in 
the sense that there exists an invariant probability measure n such that 
~(t; x, dy ) converges weakly to x(dy ) for each x, as t + co. Our main 
interest is in the singular case where cr(x) a(x)’ is not of full rank for all x. 
In this case tightness is not enough for the diffusion to have a unique 
invariant probability; and even the existence of a unique invariant 
probability does not necessarily imply the stability in distribution, as may 
be shown by examples (e.g., k= 1, b(x)=x, a(x)=x). 
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It is easy to see that in the presence of a trap (i.e., b(x*) = 0, 0(x*) = 0 
for some x*) the stability in distribution is equivalent to the familiar notion 
of stochastic stabi& (in probability). The latter has been extensively 
studied by Has’minskii [6, Chap. VI], especially in the linear case, i.e., 
when b(x) = Bx and au(x) is linear in x for all i, j. Corollary 2.2 extends 
some of Has’minskii’s results to the general nonlinear case. The main focus 
of the article is, however, on singular diffusions having no trap. The 
following example is instructive in this regard. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let k=2, B=Diag(-l, -A), and 
a(x)=6 x2 
0 ( > -x1 0 
for some A > 0. Observe R’(t) := X:(t) + XI(t) satisfies dR*(t) = 
(6* - 22) R2(t) dt, so that R2(t) = R’(O) exp { (S2 - 22) t}. Now, consider 
the case 6* # 22, the only invariant probability is the Dirac measure at the 
origin. For d2 > 2;1 if the motion X( .) does not start from origin then 
R’(t) + co a.s. as d --+ co. For d2 < 21 the diffusion is stochastically stable 
a.s. and, therefore, stable in distribution. If 6* = 21, then R2(t) = R*(O) for 
all t. This implies tightness of {p(t; x, dy) : t B O> for every x. On the other 
hand, there is an invariant probability on every circle {x : 1 x 1 = r>, and the 
angular motion on the circle is a periodic diffusion. Now, modify a( .) so 
that g( .) (T( . )’ is nonsingular on {x : 1 x 1 < r } for some r > 0, and let a(. ) 
be as above with 6* = 2;1 on {x : 1x12 r}. Then the diffusion starting in 
{x: 1x1 <r} has th e imi cycle property, converging in distribution to the 1’ ‘t 
invariant probability on {x : I x I = r }. However, this diffusion has uncoun- 
tably many invariant probabilities-one on each circle {x : I x I = r’}, r’ > r. 
Suppose now that the nonzero entries of the matrix cr(x) are modified by 
taking all(x) = 6(x, + c,), a2i(x) = 6( -xi + c,), where c,, c2 are not both 
zero. Then the origin is not a trap, and it follows from Corollary 2.4 that 
the diffusion is stable in distribution if S* < 21. It may also be shown by the 
method of this article that the diffusion drifts off to infinity a.s. if d2 > 21. 
For d2 = 21 the diffusion is not asymptotically flat (in the sense of (2.11)). 
Keeping the above discussion in mind a verifiable criterion depending on 
the drift and diffusion coefficients is given under which the transition 
probability is stable in distribution (Theorem 2.1). 
One of our main objectives in this article is to prove functional central 
limit theorems and the functional law of the iterated logarithm in the 
singular case. This, in general, means limit theorems would be derived for 
degenerate diffusion {X(t) : t > 0} starting with some initial distribution $, 
which is of the form: (i) for a class of functions f, satisfying some property, 
the processes {nP”* I:‘f(X(,s)) ds : t 2 0) (n = 1,2, . ..) converge in distribu- 
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tion, as n -+ co, to a Brownian motion with mean zero and some variance 
parameter a*, where 7 is the centered version of f; (ii) for a class of 
functions f, satisfying some property, the sequence of random functions 
{ (2n log log n)-“’ &’ 7(X(s)) ds : 0 < t < 1 } is relatively compact in 
C [0, l] with probability one and the set of limit points is the set of all 
absolutely continuous functions 13 on [0, l] satisfying s: (e’(t))2 dt d a2, 
f?(O) = 0. 
To prove functional central limit theorems in the singular case, renewal 
type techniques (see Bhattacharya and Ramasubramanian [4]) cannot be 
used. The stable diffusion may not be strong mixing here. The most effec- 
tive method seems to be the use of martingale central limit theorems, 
whose application requires the identification of a broad class of functions 
belonging to the range of the infinitesimal generator. For such functions the 
functional central limit theorem (FCLT) and the functional law of the 
iterated logarithm (FLIL) are derived (Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4). 
2. STABILITY IN DISTRIBUTION 
Consider the diffusion defined in ( 1.1). Let L = 4 Ctj= 1 aU (x)( 8/cYx, ax,) + 
Cf= r b,(x)(a/8x,). Write a(x) = a(x) a(x)‘, b(x, y) = b(x) - b(y), a(x, y) = 
(a(x) - a(y))(a(x) - a(y))‘. If bi( .) are differentiable, write 
B(x) : = (grad b)(x) = ((aibj(x))). (2.1) 
Throughout . (dot) and 1 1 denote euclidean inner product and norm, 
while 11 II denotes matrix norm with respect to I I. Also, Tr(C) denotes the 
truce of the matrix C. Assumptions (A,) and (A2) below imply stability in 
distribution. For nonsingular diffusions, however, (A,) and (A3) suffice. 
ASSUMPTIONS. (A,) bi( .), 1 <i< k, have continuous and bounded first 
order derivatives and a( .) is Lipschitzian. 
(A,) There exists a symmetric positive definite matrix C and a 
constant y > 0 such that 
2 bw, (X-Y).B(Y+ttx-Y))C(x-Y)} 
. . 
(2.2) < -y Ix-y12 
holds for all x, y E Sk, x # y. 
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(A,) The following condition holds for some symmetric positive 
definite matrix D : 
2b(x) + Dx - 
2x - Da(x) Dx 
x.Dx 
+Tr(a(x) D)6 -P 1x1* 
for all sufficiently large 1 x 1, for some /I > 0. (2.3) 
Remark 2.1. Notice that (A, ) and (A,) imply (A,) for D = C and for 
every P E (0, y 1. 
Remark 2.2. All the results of Section 2 and Section 3 will go through 
even if we weaken the assumption (AZ) by changing (2.2) to 
2b(x, y)-2(x-y)-ca(x’ y)C(x-y)+Tr(a(x y)C)< 
(x-Y).W-y) 
-yjx-y~2 > 
where x, y, C, and y are defined in (A,). 
The following result provides a criterion for stability in distribution. First 
recall the BL-(or, bounded Lipschitzian) distance between two probability 
measures p and v on the Bore1 sigma-field of 3“ is 
/IF---lIBL := ,yBpL Ijfdp-j/.d+ 
where the space BL is defined by 
(2.4) 
BL:= {f:If(x)-f(y)l<Ix-yIandIf(z)l<lforallx,y,zE!X’}. 
(2.5) 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 in Basak and 
Bhattacharya [ 1 ] (in [ 1 ] b( .) is assumed to be linear). Therefore, we will 
only give a brief outline of the proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (A, ) and (A*). Then there exists a unique invariant 
probability n for the diffusion F(t), and sup { II p(t; x, dy) - n(dy)ll BL : 
x E K} + 0 exponentially fast, as t + co, for every compact K. 
ProoJ Consider the (Liapounov-) function v(x) = (x . Cx)’ d-E for some 
O<E< 1. In the light of Remark 2.1, we may assume (A3) (with D= C, 
/3~ (0, 7)). Then it is easy to verify that, for some E close to 1, supt,,, ,Rj 
,51(x) < -pR* whenever R is large enough. From this one may deduce that 
the family of probability measures 
p,(B)=;/‘p(t; -x, B) dt, T20, (2.6) 
0 
is tight and this implies the existence of an invariant probability rr 
(see Has’minskii [6, Theorem 5.1, p. 903). Next, for x # y E !RZk, for 6 2 0, 
define zX,-“(.)=X-‘(.)-X”(.), rg:= inf(t>O: I.Fy(t)l=b}, w(r,z):= 
exp { yr} v(z), and rs . = r A t6 for r30 and ZE‘%~. Now for O<Bld82< 
683/39/l-4 
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1 x - y 1 and for 0 < s < t, under (A i ) and (A*), using Ito’s lemma and 
martingale convergence theorem, it can be checked that 
ECw(t,,, ZYts,))I E&J G W(~c+ Z”+(s,,)), as. (2.7) 
Here (6 : t > 0} is an increasing family of P-complete subsigmafields of 9 
such that (i) W, is E-measurable and (ii) the sigmafield generated by 
{ W, - W, : t > s} is independent of E, for all s > 0. Now successively, (i) 
let 6, JO (use Fatou’s lemma) and (ii) then 6, JO (use martingale 
convergence theorem) to obtain 
E[w(t,, z”“‘(to))l &] < w(so, Z”‘l’(S,)), a.s. Vt > s B sO. (2.8) 
Now it is easy to see that the process {exp {y(t A rO)> u(XX(t A r,,) - 
P(t A rO)) : t 2 0) is a positive supermartingale for any E E (.Q, l), where 
E,, is chosen to be 
.- 1-Y &g .- 
22; A,’ (2.9) 
Here y is as given in (AZ) and &, is a Lipschitzian constant, defined by 
1 a(x) - a(y)1 < & 1 x - y ( and A, is the largest eigenvalue of C. From there 
it is evident that 
Eu(X”(t)-P(t))<exp{ -yt> 0(x-y) (t20), (2.10) 
since X”(t) - P(t) = 0 a.s. for all t 2 z,,, so that E(exp {rt} u(X”(t) - 
JP’( t)) I, 3 ,,) = 0. This, in turn, implies asymptotic flatness in the 6 th mean 
of the diffusion, i.e., for some (6 > 0) (depending on E), and for every 
compact K, 
lim sup ElX”(t)-X-“(t)l’=O. (2.11) 
I--t 0 X,.VEK 
Together with the existence of an invariant probability, this immediately 
implies the uniqueness of x and the stability in distribution. 1 
If there is a trap x*, Y*(t) = x* for all t 2 0. In this case for asymptotic 
flatness it is enough to require (AZ) for fixed y = x*. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that bi( .), 1 d i< k, have continuous and 
boundedfirst-order derivatives, o( .) is Lipschitzian. Suppose x* is a trap, i.e., 
b(x*) =O, 0(x*) =O. Assume further that there exists a symmetric positive 
definite matrix C and a constant y > 0 such that 
2 {,s& (X-x*).B(x*+t(x-x*))C(x-x*)} 
. . 
2(x-x*).Ca(x, x*) C(x-x*) - 
(x-xx*)*C(x-xx*) 
+ Tr(a(x, x*) C) 
< --y Ix--*I2 (XZX”). (2.12) 
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Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that El x”(t) -x* Is converges to zero 
exponentially fast as t + co, uniformly over any compact set of x-values. 
The proof of this corollary for linear drifts is contained in Basak and 
Bhattacharya [ 1, Remark 3.31. The proof of the more general result 
presented here is entirely analogous. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The diffusion defined in (1.1) has a unique invariant 
probability if (i) the functions bi( .), 1 < i G k, have continuous and bounded 
first-order derivatives, (ii) for all XE 93’ the largest eigenvalue of 
(B(x) + B’(x))/2 is bounded above by -A,, where 2, > 0 is a real constant, 
that is, y. B(x) y Q -1, 1 y12 for all y in ‘Sk, (iii) 11 a(x)- o(y)11 < 
&Ix-y~Vx,y~%~forsorne&>O,and(iv)(k-1)1;<2A,. 
Proof We need to verify (A*). Let C= I and y = 21, - (k - 1) 2:. Then, 
from (iv), y > 0. Now using (ii) and (iii) one obtains 
2 ‘,w, (X-Y).B(y+t(x-y))(x-y)) 
. . 
2(x-Y).4&Y)(X-Y) - 
(x-Y).(X-Y) 
+ Tr (4x, Y)) 
G -2;11 Ix-Y12+ C ni(xvY)-l,(X,Y) 
i=2 
G -21, Ix-yI*+(k-l)A; Ix-y12 
= --Y Ix-Y12, (2.13) 
where 2,(x, y) <I,(x, y) < . . . < &(x, y) are the eigenvalues of a(x, y). 1 
For the sake of completeness we state the main result in Basak and 
Bhattacharya [ 1 ] as an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 above. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let XT be as defined in (1.1). Let b(x) = Bx, where B 
is a k x k matrix. Assume o( . ) is Lipschitzian and all eigenvalues of B have 
negative real parts. Assume in addition that there exist a positive definite 
matrix C and a positive constant y 
2C(x-y).B(x-y)- 2C(x-y).a(x,y) Q-y) 
(x-Y).C(X-Y) 
+ Tr(a(x, Y) C) 
< -y Ix-yJ2 (x ZY). (2.14) 
Then the diffusion (1.1) is stable in distribution. 
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3. THE RANGE OF THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR AND 
FUNCTIONAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
For the FCLTs and FLILs of this section we will need the following 
strengthening of assumption (A, ). 
ASSUMPTION. (A3r) Fix r 3 1. For some symmetric positive definite 
matrix D and for some p > 2A,Az(r - 1 ), 2b(x). Dx - 2.x. Da(x) Dx/x ’ 
Dx + Tr(a(x) D) < -/? 1 x 1’ for all sufficiently large 1 xl. Here 1, is the 
Lipschitzian constant appearing in I( a(x) - a( y)II < A, )x-y 1 and A, is the 
largest eigenvalue of D. 
Note that A,, = A,. Let us first prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let XE%“, r> 1. Assume (A,) and (A,,). Let v(x)= 
(x.Dx). Then for any EE(r--j/2AzA0, l), Ev’~“(X”(t)) < C,, where C, is 
a constant depending on x, r, /3, E, and i,, and not on t. 
Proof. Notice that, under (A,,), 6 = r - P/22:/i, < 1. Fix EE (6, 1). Let 
g(x) = vTPE1(x), where 6 < Ed < E. Choose a constant 6, > 0 such that 
6,/2$n, + 6 <E,. Now using (Ajr) we obtain 
for some positive constants f, depending on II cr(O)ll, A,, si, and &. Let 
N, 2 1 be such that )x I < N,/2. Write 
TN =r&(.Y;N,2j=inf{t>O: IX.‘(t)-xl =N/2}. (3.2) 
For N>N, apply Ito’s lemma to g(X-‘( .)) at tN= t A rN (see Ikeda 
and Watanabe [7, pp. 6667]), use the fact that (18 grad(g(X”(s))). 
0(X”(s)) dW, : N 2 N, } is a square integrable martingale and take expecta- 
tion to obtain 
Eg(X”(tN)) <g(x) + rrt for all N 2 N,. (3.3) 
This implies (v’ -&(Xx( t”)) : N 2 N, } is a uniformly integrable family for 
each fixed t 2 0 for any E E (Ed, 1). Also note, v’-“(A?(?“)) converges to 
u’-“(x”(t)) a.s. as N + co, because the motion is conservative. Hence for 
each fixed t > 0, 
I%-“(X”(tN)) + Ev’-“(X”(t)) as N-roe. (3.4) 
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Let go(x)= u’-‘(x). For 0~s~ t, apply Ito’s lemma to gO(XX( .)) at 
tN = t A 7N and sN = s A rN and take expectations to obtain 
Eg,(X”( tN)) + E I’” - Lg,(Y(u)) du 
0 1 
= Ego(X"(sN)) + E 
L 
JS'\ - Lg,(X"(u)) Liz4 
0 
Since the integrand is bounded below by -r, and 
VN> No. (3.5) 
E[& 1’ (-r,) du] = 
-T,E(y,. A t”)a ---Try,. for each constant y,>O, by letting NT co one 
obtains, for Ods< t, by the monotone convergence theorem, (3.4), and 
then by Fubini, 
Ego(Wt)) + s'- EWgo(X"(u))) h= Eg,(X"(s)), Vt3sZO. (3.6) 
s 
Hence Ego(X”(t)) = Eo’P”(X”(t)) is absolutely continuous in t with a 
density satisfying 
-$ EC”(X”(t)) = E(Lu’-“(X”(t))) 
d -T,,Ev’-“(X”(t)) + r,, vt>o, (3.7) 
where f,,=(r-&)(B-22/1011~(r-~)--61)//iD>0 and r, is a constant 
depending only on fl, I,, n D, r, and 6,. It follows that 
Eu’-“(X”(t))Bo’P”(x)exp{ -r,,t} ++(I -exp { -r,rt}) 
Ir 
<(x.Dx)“+$, Vt b 0. (3.8) 
lr 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 1 
Remark 3.1. Suppose (A,) holds and (r(.) is bounded, and 26(x). 
Dx < -/I 1 x I 2 for all sufficiently large I x 1, for some p > 0. Then 
ECw{W’WYt))}l G C2, VlE911, o<p< 1, (3.9) 
where Cz is a constant depending on 1 x 1, r, p, A,, and /I. 
To identify a class of functions for which functional central limit theorem 
holds, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let 72 be the unique invariant probability of the diffusion 
obtained in Theorem 2.1 under the assumptions (A,), (A*), and (A,,) 
for some ra 1. Then sSk v’-’ (x) n(dx) < CO for some E E [0, l), where 
v(x) = x . Dx. 
Proof By (3.8) one obtains 
EvrP”(X”(t)) < vr-“(x) eC’lr’+ +, vtao, (3.10) 
IF 
for some positive constants rir and r,. Since rc is invariant, for every 
bounded and measurable f, 
jsk f (x) 4dx) = /+ Ef (x-‘(t)) 4dx), vt>o. (3.11) 
Let f(y)=v’-” (y). Define fN( y) =f (y) A N. Then {fN},,,> i are bounded 
and continuous functions. So, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that, for each 
NZ 1, 
s S4f4x) 4dx) = ,t; Ef&Ut)) 
< lim (Ef(X”(t)) A N) 
t-a, 
< lim A N 
t-m 
v’“(y)eerl”+F 
lr 1 
(3.12) 
for every y E %‘. Now use Fatou’s lemma, to obtain 
Remark 3.2. In addition to (A,), if we assume a( .) is bounded, and 
2b(x). Dx < -/I 1 x 1 2 for all sufficiently large 1 x 1 (for some /I > 0) then, in 
light of Remark 3.1, it is easy to verify that 
I exp(WV’“(t))) ddx) < ~0, Vt;~%‘,andVp~(O, 1). (3.14) R’ 
For the following definition we are going to assume the notations of 
(Al), (A21r and (A,,). 
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DEFINITION. Let u(x) = (x . Cx) and u = max( 1 - y/21&l,, r - P/2&l,). 
For fixed r 3 1, define a class (C,) of measurable functions A 
c, := {f: I f(x) -f(Y)1 ~oe”(x-Y)(g(x)+g(Y)) vx, y E Sk, 
where g is of the form g(x) = d, + ~,u”-“+~“~(x) 
for some nonnegative constants d,, d,, E, 8 
withK:<&<l,andO<d~l-E). (3.15) 
Remark 3.3. Notice that, since v (defined above), )x I*, and (x .Dx) are 
of the same order, under (A,), (A*), and (A3r): (i) for any EE(IC, l), 
Eu(X”(~))‘~” < C3 for some constant C, not depending on t; (ii) for any 
0~5 (0,l -a], it follows from (2.10)Eue(X”(t)-P(t))<exp(-(8y/(l -8)) t} 
#(x-y), (t > 0); and (iii) by Lemma 3.2, f~ C, implies f~ L*(‘B’, rr). 
Now we are ready to prove a functional central limit theorem. Let us 
recall the definition of T,, the transition operator, this time defined on 
L2(!Rk, 7L) :
(T,f)(x) = jf(yMt;x, dy), f6 L2( Sk, n). (3.16) 
Notation. Since 7~ is an invariant measure, (T, : t > 0} is a contraction 
semigroup on L2(Sk, 7t): 
II T,/ll”=j~i (T,f(y))* 4dy)d j,* (TJ*)(y)4d~) 
= s ,,f*(y) 44) = II f II :. 
Let C be the center of this semigroup, i.e., 
~={~EL*(%~,~):~IT,~--fI/Z+Oast+O}. (3.18) 
We will denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup T, (on 
L*(%‘, 71)) by t which is defined on the domain Di= {f~ C? : 
II(T,f-f)/t-gII,-+O for some gee, as tJO}, i.e., 
Ttf-f if = lim ___ 
t (feDi), (3.19) 110 
the limit being in L*-norm. For f E L2(‘Sk, rc), write 
S= jskf tv) My), ?=f -J (3.20) 
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THEOREM 3.3. Fix r 2 1. Assume (A,), (A,), (A3,.). Let 7~ be the invariant 
distribution of the diffusion (1.1). Then 
(a) for every f E (C,), f is in the range oft; 
(b) for every such f and every x E ‘Sk, the processes 
(n- ‘I2 s;l’T(XX(s)) ds : t > 0} (n = 1, 2, . ...) converge in distribution, as 
n -+ 00, to a Brownian motion with mean zero and variance parameter 
o2 = -2 s f (y) h(y) n(dy), where h is a function in the domain of L such that 
Lh =f -f=J 
Proof Fix an fc (C,). (a) Define h,(x)= - jr T,f(x) ds. First we 
will show that {h, } is a Cauchy sequence in L2(!Rk, rr), Letting 
h=lim,,, h,, we will then show that h belongs to the domain of t and 
ih =J 
To prove {h, } is Cauchy, note that for any s 2 0, 
Tsftx) = jgk E(f (XX(s)) -f W”(s))) n(dy). (3.21) 
Let I,,, = swk 1 h,(x) - hi(x n(dx). F or m > n, using the property of the 
class (C,), Fubini and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one obtains 
Zm,n~ m s [j s zqv”‘2((X-T(s)) - X’(s))) 9th ” %‘L 
1 
2 
x tsW(s)) +gW’(s)))) 4dy) ds 4dx) 
< 
s s %k !Rk [j 
m  (Ev~((X”(s)) - (P(s))))“* 
n 
1 
2 
x (E(g(X”(s)) +g(Xy(s)))2)1’2 ds n(dy) n(dx). (3.22) 
Now by Remark 3.3(ii), and using Holder’s inequality, one obtains 
Zln,” 6 s s [I m ak %k [v’(x-y)exp{ -26,~}]‘/~ n 
x (E(g(X”(s)) +g(X+)))2)1’2 ds 1 2 n(dy) n(dx) 
< s s m 0 v (x-y)e-60”ds %k tx” [s n 1 
X m E(g(Xx(s))+g(Xy(s)))’ epsoSds x(dy) x(dx) 1 (3.23) 
where 6, = #I/2( 1 - E). Again use Fubini and then Holder’s inequality on 
the product space ‘91k x Sk, to obtain 
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1 l/q 
C&G-“(s)) +hw)))21q 4@) 4dx) ,-SOS ds 
e i’ 1 
IiP 
Q ok vep(.u -Y) 4dy) 4dx) 
X D j 
IlY 
e ~ ‘Os ds, (3.24) ok Wk &dX”(s)) + d~“(s)))2qn(h) 4dx)1 
where q = (Y - E)/(T - E - 0) and p = (r - &)/fI. Note that the last inequality 
follows from Jensen’s inequality, since q > 1. Now remembering the facts 
that for x, YE ‘9’, u”~(x -y) < k,(v”‘(x) + u”‘(y)), for some positive 
constant k, and for a, b 2 0, (a + b)Y < k,(aY + by) for y b 1, where k, is a 
positive constant depending on y, one obtains 
11 
l/Y 
ds 
= 2ky [‘-““t ‘“““I’ [k,, jSk u'"(x) 7c(dx)]“’ 
1 
l/q k(-x))2q 4dx) -10 as m,n+co, (3.25) 
since f%k u@(x) n(dx)< 00 and sskgzq(x) z(dx)< co by the property of 
(C,). Note that the equality above follows from the invariance of rr. 
Now (3.25) implies that {h, > is a Cauchy sequence in L2(W, rr). Since 
I,*(%‘, n) is complete, h = lim, _ ~ h, exists and belongs to L’(W, rc). 
Now for f bounded continuous, T, f --, f in L*(!R’, rr), as s J. 0, by the 
continuity of the sample paths and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem. That is, bounded continuous functions are in the center e of the 
semigroup ( T, : s 2 01. Since C is closed (see Dynkin [S, pp. 22-25]), and 
the set of bounded continuous functions is dense in L2(%‘, rr) by the semi- 
group property one proves that s + T, f is continuous Vf e L'('iV, rc). In 
other words, C = L*. Then for f E (C,), 
Tt[j” T,fds]- j: T,Jds= jam T,+,Tds- jam T,yds= -j; T,fds. 
(3.26) 
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Therefore, one obtains 
TSfds-Jbom T,y~ds]=~j~ T,fds+T inL’ast10. (3.27) 
Consequently, one has ih =J This implies? belongs to the range of i, and 
the proof of part (a) is complete. 
(b) Define Y,(t) = n-Ii2 i;l’T(Xz(s)) ds, with Z independent of 
{ W, : s 2 0} and having distribution rc. By part (a) and Theorem 2.1 of 
Bhattacharya [3], { Y,,(t) : t B 0} converges in distribution to a Brownian 
motion with zero drift and diffusion coefficient o2 = -2 jSkf(x) h(x) n(dx), 
where h E L2(!Rk, rc) satisfies Lh =J Now we need to prove, for any x E ‘Sk, 
the processes {n -‘I2 &‘y(X-‘(3)) ds : t > 0) converge in distribution as 
n -+ co, to a Brownian motion with mean zero and variance parameter a2. 
So it suffices to prove for any x E !?I’, 
ECo~~~71Z~(t)-y~(f)ll~0~ as n-co, (3.28) . . 
for each T > 0, where Z;(t) = ,-*I2 j;;’ 7(Xx(s)) ds. Let J,, = 
(ECmaxo < f < T . . 1 Z:(t) - Y,,(t)1 ])2. Then simplifying it and using Fubini one 
obtains 
?lT 
J,,<n-’ 
[j J 
El f(Ws)) -fW%))l4&) ds 2. (3.29) 
0 9lk 1 
Now using the property of (C,), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and then 
(ii) of Remark 3.3 one obtains 
?ZT 
J,,dn-’ [?’ J [u”‘(x-y) eeaos 0 ok 
1 
2 
x b%U-“(s)) +sW”(s)))2)1’21 n(h) ds (3.30) 
where 6, = y0/2(1 --E). Applying Fubini’s theorem and Jensen’s and 
Holder’s inequalities and Fubini again we obtain 
j [j 
2 
J,<n-’ nT u’/‘(x-y) ep60”(E(g(XX(s)) +g(Xy(s)))2)‘~2 ds 
Sk o 1 rc(dy) 
ET 
X j D o’(x--y) E(g(X”(s)) +g(P(s)))‘a(dy) ecbO”ds. (3.31) 0 %k 1 
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Let q=(r-E)/(r-&-f3). A s in (3.24), and observing (3.25), use HGlder’s 
inequality on the last term in (3.31) to obtain from (3.29), and using 
Remark 3.3, 
x jl)nT eeaos ([k,, [u@‘l.xJ + jsk u’“(y) 4dy)]]“’ 
x k2g k2y(d:Y+d:Y(Eu’-E(X-‘(s)))) 
[ [ 114 + 
I Mv))2” n(h) 11 > & (3.32) wk 
where the last inequality follows from (3.15). Then from (3.8), (3.25), and 
W2h 
J,6np1kt@ K”““‘1 
x~~Te-do~([ki*R[u*P(X)+~~ku~p(~).(dy)]]l’p 
x k,, [ [ kZq(dy+dF P(x)++ ( Ir >> 
+ jsk M.d)*” 4&J 
114 
11 > ds 
= n-‘k:@ [ * Ap616y’T]1 [k,, [ uep(x) + jsk u@(y) z(dy)]]“’ 
x[k,,[k,,(d:l+d:U(u’-i(X)++‘)) 
+ *Rk My))‘” x(dy) I 11 
I/Y 
-0, asn+co, (3.33) 
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for any XE !Rik. This completes the proof of part (b). Hence the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 is complete. 1 
Remark 3.4. Under the hypothesis of Remark 3.2, it is easy to verify 
that the functional CLT holds for a larger class of functions of L*(Y?‘, n) 
which includes exp{rvp(x)}, -co <t< co, O<p< 1. 
Remark 3.5. Letfe C,. Thenfis of the order u(‘-~)‘~ for some E E (K, 1). 
Choose a 6 > 0 such that K + 6((r - s)/2) <E. Then, it follows from 
Proposition 3.1 that f e L* + ‘(‘Sk, x). 
The following result is a Strassen-type law of the iterated logarithm. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume (A,), (A*), and (A,,). Let Z be a random variable 
independent of { W, : s > 0} and having distribution 7~. Then for every f E C; 
(a) the sequence of random functions 
(2n log log n)-‘I* /HrJ(Xz(s)) ds : 0 < t d 1 
0 
(3.34) 
is relatively compact in C[O, l] with probability one and the set of limit 
points is the set of all absolutely continuous functions 8 on [0, l] satisfying 
s 
1 
eyty dt < o*, e(o) = 0. 
0 
(3.35) 
(b) For x E ‘Sk, the sequence of random functions 
(2n log log n)-“* /“f(JY(s)) ds : 0 < t < 1 
0 
(3.36) 
also satisfy all the properties of part (a). 
Proof. (a) By Remark 3.5, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
f 1 f 1 2+ ‘O dz < co. The rest follows from Theorem 2.7 of Bhattacharya [3]. 
(b) Proof of the part (b) follows from the proof of part (b) of 
Theorem 3.3. fl 
Remark 3.6. Let f E C,. Following Baxter and Brosamler [2] it can be 
said that if one could observe a single path o (outside a set of zero 
probability) completely, then using the ergodic theorem it is possible to 
compute the meanfand using the FLIL one could compute the asymptotic 
variance G* = lim sup, _ co (2n log log n)-’ (l”,y(Xx(s)) ds)‘. 
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